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COFLEX CR is expressly conceived to perimeter joint wall/floor coverings
supplying sufficient elasticity for the expansion and meeting the cove base
hygienic corner cleanliness requirements. It also serves as a sound breaker
of the covered surfaces so that trampling of foot steps is not transmitted to
the adjacent walls.
COFLEX CR consists of a main curved co-extruded hard/soft combination
module Art. CR 16 with Art. series KJ inserts which slide into CR 16 tracks
allowing it to adapt to any covering height and providing a perfect anchoring
to the tiled covering.
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The modular combination system called “Clip System” allows one to match
all possible tile thicknesses still with the same base mudule, thus resulting
in both a time saver and actual material saved. The KJ – Kerajolly profile
functions as the perforated side flanges for the laying so to adapt to the
different heights of the tiles for wall and floor coverings (e.g. floor height
12,5 mm - wall covering height 8 mm). KERAJOLLY small off-cuts can also
be utilized for this purpose.
E.g. of COFLEX assembly for installation: if the thickness of a tile is of
10 mm, utilize the KERAJOLLY KJ 8 mm height profile (page 101) as the
combination with the CR base module raises the height by 2 mm matching
it then to the 10 mm tile thickness. .

COFLEX CR 16 P* Co-Extruded Synthetic Resin
Main frame co-extruded profile with soft internal cove supplied in different
colours. The profile flange inserts are supplied separately as the specific
required height needs to be provided.

Material:
Resinflex + Resinil

H=mm

Colour

modular

Pure white
P11

Art.
CR

16

P11/P23/P32

Radius: 16mm
+2/-2

Colour: Pure white
(P11), Cement grey (P23),
Beige (P32)

+2/-2

Length: 2,70 metres

COFLEX CR Raccordi di derivazione
End caps, internal jointing corner pieces, external and tri-axis jointing pieces.
These special pieces help the layer finish off the perimeter laying for two way
and three way connections in a most precise and appropriate manner.
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Description
Inner corner
Outer corner
Three way junction
Endplug

Art.
CRI
CRE
CRT
CRF

+ Colour
+ Colour
+ Colour
+ Colour

corner joint expansion joints

